
Home Accessories
Autumn Winter 2022



Welcome to a new year and a new season!
This Autumn, we have everything you need 
to help you create the home of your 
dreams. In the softest textures, with 
the utmost attention to detail and in a 
glorious range of colours and shades – 
our accessories make the difference in 
every single room - from Cushions and 
Throws, Blankets and Quilts, Rugs, Towels, 
Washbags as well as our collections of 
Home Fragrance. 

Enjoy.
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Tapestry Flower  
Vintage Green
55 x 55cm  22 x 22”   CCDG1276

Printed onto luxurious velvet, this 
stylish cushion features decorative 
roses and peonies combined with a 
painterly abstract damask ground.

Cassia Fern & Pear 
60 x 45cm  24 x 18”   CCDG1305 

Our best-selling lustrous velvet 
Cassia in fern is paired with pear and 
finished with an elegant trim on two 
sides. 

Madhya Moss
55 x 55cm  22 x 22”   CCDG1145

This stunning cushion features layers 
of verdant leaves in varying scales. 
Digitally printed onto luxurious velvet 
and finished with an overlocked edge.

Corda Forest
43 x 43cm  17 x 17”   CCDG1113
Our popular cotton corduroy Corda 
in forest reverses to Velluto velvet in 
alchemilla. This contemporary square 
cushion is finished with linen piping.

Fontenoy Chalk
60 x 45cm  24 x 18”  CCDG1158

A chunky tonal boucle weave in chalk 
creates this gorgeous fluffy cushion. 
Paired with Eriska boucle in  
apple green.

Cormo Emerald 
43 x 43cm  17 x 17”   CCDG1300 

A soft and fluffy faux sheepskin 
boucle weave cushion in emerald is 
paired with our eco recycled felted 
cloth in Loden emerald.

Varese Lime
43 x 43cm  17 x 17”   CCDG0938
Our classic cotton velvet Varese in 
lime is paired with fir in this stylish 
square cushion. Finished with a 
Scala linen trim in natural.

Brera Lino  
Lime & Moss 
43 x 43cm  17 x 17”   CCDG1367

Brera Lino pure tumbled linen 
cushion in lime, reversing to moss 
and finished with unique double 
overlocked seams.

Manipur Noir*
43 x 43cm  17 x 17”   CCDG1155

A stylish cut velvet cushion in noir 
with a hexagonal geometric pattern. 
Reversing to Kumana in cool marble 
and finished with a zinc trim.

*Please note that the exact placement of the design may vary due to the fabric pattern repeat



Cosy textures 
this Autumn
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Cormo Pimento 
43 x 43cm  17 x 17”   CCDG1303 
A soft and fluffy faux sheepskin  
boucle weave cushion in pimento is 
paired with our eco recycled felted 
cloth Loden in graphite.

Cormo Colorato* 
60 x 45cm  24 x 18”  CCDG1297 
A spray dye effect of variation of 
our Cormo boucle with splashes of 
colour. Each cushion is unique due to 
the artisanal printing technique. Paired 
with our new eco recycled felted cloth 
Loden in leaf.

Brera Corso Brick*
60 x 45cm  24 x 18”   CCDG1228
This stylish striped cushion combines 
neutral linen with sophisticated tonal 
shades of colour.

Cassia Saffron  
& Hazel 
60 x 45cm  24 x 18”   CCDG1075
Our best-selling lustrous velvet 
Cassia in saffron is paired with hazel 
and finished with an elegant satin 
trim on two sides.

Merelle Graphite
55 x 55cm  22 x 22”   CCDG1161
An incredibly soft and fluffy faux 
sheepskin cushion in graphite, paired 
with the tweed texture of Skipton  
in stone.

Abernethy Pimento 
43 x 43cm  17 x 17”   CCDG1293
A contemporary tartan check woven 
with recycled wool with a soft 
brushed finish. Abernethy pimento is 
paired with Delamere pimento, and 
finished with an overlocked edge.

Rivoli Saffron
50 x 30cm  20 x 12”   CCDG0845
A small rectangular cushion featuring 
an elegant slubbed velvet in saffron. 
Reversing to a natural linen/cotton.

Porcelaine de Chine 
Velours Noir
55 x 55cm  22 x 22”   CCDG1214
Intricate trailing flowers and birds, 
digitally printed onto luxurious 
velvet, reversing to a painterly stripe 
and trimmed with a silk check.

Rich shades 
of poppy 
red in the 
softest wools 

*Please note that the exact placement of the design may vary due to the fabric pattern repeat
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Tapestry Flower Damson
55 x 55cm  22 x 22”   CCDG1277
Printed onto luxurious velvet, this 
stylish cushion features decorative 
roses and peonies combined with a 
painterly abstract damask ground. 

Gertrude Rose Chestnut 
55 x 55cm  22 x 22”   CCDG1281 
Printed onto luxurious velvet, a 
dramatic rendering of a rose is paired 
with a printed version of  
our Delamere contemporary  
tartan check. 

Varese Bright  
Fuchsia & Saffron
43 x 43cm  17 x 17”   CCDG1133
Our classic cotton velvet Varese in 
bright fuchsia is paired with saffron in 
this stylish square cushion. Finished 
with a Scala linen trim in natural.

Brera Lino Nasturtium 
& Papaya
43 x 43cm  17 x 17”   CCDG1366
Brera Lino pure tumbled linen 
cushion in nasturtium, reversing 
to papaya and finished with unique 
double overlocked seams.

Brera Lino  
Brick & Turmeric 
43 x 43cm  17 x 17”   CCDG1308 
Brera Lino pure tumbled linen 
cushion in brick, reversing to 
turmeric and finished with unique 
double overlocked seams.

Corda Olive
43 x 43cm  17 x 17”   CCDG1068
Our popular cotton corduroy Corda 
in olive reverses to Velluto velvet in 
alchemilla. This contemporary square 
cushion is finished with linen piping.

Corda Sienna
43 x 43cm  17 x 17”   CCDG1154
Our popular cotton corduroy Corda 
in sienna reverses to Velluto velvet 
in saffron. This contemporary square 
cushion is finished with linen piping.

Cormo Persimmon 
43 x 43cm  17 x 17”   CCDG1301 
A soft and fluffy faux sheepskin 
boucle weave cushion in persimmon 
is paired with our eco recycled felted 
cloth in Loden leaf.
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Manipur Fuchsia* 
43 x 43cm  17 x 17”   CCDG1314 
A stylish cut velvet cushion in fuchsia 
with a hexagonal geometic pattern. 
Reversing to Kumana in cool marble 
and finished with a zinc trim.

Gertrude Rose Fuchsia 
55 x 55cm  22 x 22”   CCDG1280 
Printed onto luxurious velvet, a dramatic 
rendering of a rose is paired with a printed 
version of our new Delamere contemporary 
tartan check.

Cassia Aubergine  
& Magenta
60 x 45cm  24 x 18”   CCDG1152
Our best-selling lustrous velvet 
Cassia in aubergine is paired with 
magenta and finished with an elegant 
satin trim on two sides.

Patiali Fuchsia*
55 x 55cm  22 x 22”   CCDG1186
A contemporary tartan check printed 
velvet cushion in vibrant fuchsia with 
a graphic black overcheck. Reverses 
to Varese fir velvet and finished with 
stylish overlocked edges.

Cormo Peony 
43 x 43cm  17 x 17”   CCDG1302 
A soft and fluffy faux sheepskin 
boucle weave cushion in peony is 
paired with our eco recycled felted 
cloth in Loden pebble.

Chennai Fuchsia 
43 x 43cm  17 x 17”  CCDG1193
A stunning reversible fuchsia pink 
tartan check cushion woven in silk 
with satin stripe highlights. Finished 
with Calozzo taffeta trim on  
two sides.

Odisha Rosewood*
60 x 45cm  24 x 18”  CCDG1183
An artisanal marbled pattern is printed 
onto luxurious velvet in this smart 
cushion in rosewood and damson 
shades. Reversing to Varese cotton 
velvet in fuchsia and finished with a 
linen trim detail.

Rivoli Damson
50 x 30cm  20 x 12”   CCDG0843
A small rectangular cushion featuring 
an elegant slubbed velvet in damson. 
Reversing to a natural linen/cotton.

Varese Berry 
& Moleskin
43 x 43cm  17 x 17”   CCDG1150
Our classic cotton velvet Varese in 
berry is paired with moleskin in this 
stylish square cushion. Finished with 
a Scala linen trim in natural.

Varese Grape & Crocus 
43 x 43cm  17 x 17”   CCDG1311 
Our classic cotton velvet Varese in 
grape is paired with crocus in this 
stylish square cushion. Finished with a 
Scala linen trim in natural. *Please note that the exact placement of the design may vary due to the fabric pattern repeat



Modern luxury
Painterly blooms 
and the softest 
tactile textures
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Porcelaine de Chine 
Alchemilla
55 x 55cm  22 x 22”   CCDG1216
Intricate trailing flowers and birds, 
digitally printed onto pure tumbled linen 
and finished with an overlocked edge.

Glynde Coral 
50 x 50cm  20 x 20”   CCDG1287 
Beautifully painted dahlias, bordered 
with hosta leaves are digitally printed 
onto a cotton linen blend ground 
with delicate embroidered highlights. 

Manipur Coral*
43 x 43cm  17 x 17”   CCDG0989
A stylish cut velvet cushion in coral 
with a hexagonal geometric pattern. 
Reversing to Kumana in cool marble 
and finished with a zinc trim.

Brera Striato 
Hibiscus*
60 x 45cm  24 x 18”   CCDG1224
A smart striped weave in 100% pure 
linen reversing to Brera Lino and 
finished with an overlocked edge.

Cassia Cord Alchemilla
43 x 43cm  17 x 17”   CCDG1235
New sustainable cotton velvet 
corduroy, paired with Cassia velvet and 
finished with a Calozzo trim.

Brera Lino  
Hibiscus & Peach
43 x 43cm  17 x 17”   CCDG1363
Brera Lino pure tumbled linen cushion 
in hibiscus, reversing to peach and 
finished with double overlocked seams.

Brera Lino Mango  
& Maize
43 x 43cm  17 x 17”   CCDG1364
Brera Lino pure tumbled linen 
cushion in mango, reversing to maize 
and finished with unique double 
overlocked seams.

Varese Alchemilla  
& Parchment
43 x 43cm  17 x 17”   CCDG1240
Our classic cotton velvet Varese in 
alchemilla is paired with parchment in 
this stylish square cushion. Finished 
with a Scala linen trim in natural.

*Please note that the exact placement of the design may vary due to the fabric pattern repeat

Cassia Cameo & Linen
60 x 45cm 24 x 18” CCDG1129
Our best-selling lustrous velvet
Cassia in cameo is paired with linen
and finished with an elegant satin
trim on two sides.
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Jardin Botanique 
Grande Peony
55 x 55cm  22 x 22”   CCDG1220
Classical renderings of camellias and 
roses, digitally printed onto a pure 
tumbled linen.

Monserrate Cameo*
60 x 30cm  24 x 12”   CCDG1163
A small scale geometric woven 
velvet cushion in cameo pink, 
reversing to Tarazona and trimmed 
with Calozzo taffeta in quartz.

Brera Lino Cameo  
& Parchment
45 x 45cm  18 x 18”   CCDG1128 
Brera Lino pure tumbled linen 
cushion in cameo, reversing to 
parchment and finished with unique 
double overlocked seams.

Cassia Cord Rose
43 x 43cm  17 x 17”   CCDG1231
New sustainable cotton velvet 
corduroy, paired with Cassia velvet 
and finished with a Calozzo trim.

Varese Pale Rose  
& Dove
43 x 43cm  17 x 17”   CCDG1239
Our classic cotton velvet Varese 
in pale rose is paired with dove in 
this stylish square cushion. Finished 
with a Scala linen trim in natural.

Chennai Birch 
43 x 43cm  17 x 17”  CCDG1196
A stunning reversible natural birch 
tartan check cushion woven in silk with 
satin stripe highlights. Finished with a 
Calozzo taffeta trim on two sides.

Corda Cameo 
43 x 43cm  17 x 17”   CCDG1312 
Our popular cotton corduroy Corda, 
in cameo reverse to Velluto velvet in 
natural. This contemporary square 
cushion is finished with linen piping.

Abernethy Peony 
43 x 43cm  17 x 17”  CCDG1290 
A contemporary tartan check woven 
with recycled wool with a soft 
brushed finish. Abernethy Peony is 
paired with Delamere peony and 
finished with an overlocked edge.

*Please note that the exact placement of the design may vary due to the fabric pattern repeat

Baluchi Cameo
45cm 18” diameter CCDG1065
A wondrous large scale boucle 
weave round cushion in cameo pink 
reversing to our stylish Marl wool 
cloth in blossom.
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Papillon Chinois 
Parchment
50 x 50cm  20 x 20”   CCDG1211
Ornate butterflies digitally printed 
onto a cotton/linen blend with 
embroidered highlights.

Jardin Botanique 
Grande Birch
55 x 55cm  22 x 22”   CCDG1219
Classical renderings of camellias 
and roses, digitally printed onto a 
pure tumbled linen.

Brera Corso Thyme*
60 x 45cm  24 x 18”   CCDG1229 
Striking the perfect balance between 
rustic charm and a contemporary feel, 
this stylish striped cushion combines 
neutral linen with sophisticated tonal 
shades of colour.

Fleur D’Assam 
Platinum
55 x 55cm  22 x 22”   CCDG1212
Painterly expressions of white apple 
blossom digitally printed onto linen 
and finished with a Brera lino trim.

Merelle Natural
55 x 55cm  22 x 22”   CCDG1162
An incredibly soft and fluffy faux 
sheepskin cushion in natural, paired 
with the tweed texture of Skipton  
in linen.

Porcelaine de Chine 
Cameo
55 x 55cm  22 x 22”   CCDG1218
Intricate trailing flowers and birds, 
digitally printed onto pure tumbled 
linen and finished with an  
overlocked edge.

Manipur Ochre*
43 x 43cm  17 x 17”   CCDG0814
A stylish cut velvet cushion in ochre 
with a hexagonal geometric pattern. 
Reversing to Kumana in cool marble 
and finished with a zinc trim.

Monserrate Ochre*
60 x 30cm  24 x 12”   CCDG1059
A small scale geometric woven 
velvet cushion in ochre reversing to 
Tarazona and trimmed with  
Calozzo taffeta.

Brera Striato Maize*
60 x 45cm  24 x 18”   CCDG1225
A smart striped weave in 100% pure 
linen reversing to Brera Lino and 
finished with an overlocked edge.

*Please note that the exact placement of the design may vary due to the fabric pattern repeat
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Glynde Zinc 
50 x 50cm  20 x 20”   CCDG1288 
Beautifully painted dahlias, bordered 
with hosta leaves are digitally printed 
onto a cotton linen blend ground 
with delicate embroidered highlights. 

Swaledale Chalk 
45cm diameter  18 x 18”  CCDG1296 
Woven with undyed wool combining 
looped and boucle effect yarns 
for incredible depth and texture. 
Swaledale chalk is paired with Brera 
Lino in chalk white.

Manipur Dove* 
43 x 43cm  17 x 17”   CCDG1315 
A stylish cut velvet cushion in dove 
with a hexagonal geometic pattern. 
Reversing to Kumana in cool marble 
and finished with a zinc trim.

Varese Roebuck  
& Pumice 
43 x 43cm  17 x 17”   CCDG1309 
Our classic cotton velvet Varese in 
roebuck is paired with pumice in this 
stylish square cushion. Finished with a 
Scala linen trim in natural.

Polwarth Chalk 
60 x 45cm  24 x 18”   CCDG1294 
Soft and fluffy faux sheepskin 
Polwarth in chalk with a deep fleece 
pile is perfectly paired with Brera 
Lino pure linen in seagrass.

Herdwick Chalk 
55 x 55cm  22 x 22”   CCDG1295 
A faux fur cushion with an unbelievably 
soft long pile, Herdwick chalk is 
complemented with our new eco 
recycled felted cloth Loden in pebble.

Cassia Cord Moleskin
43 x 43cm  17 x 17”   CCDG1236
New sustainable cotton velvet 
corduroy, paired with Cassia velvet 
and finished with a Calozzo trim.

*Please note that the exact placement of the design may vary due to the fabric pattern repeat

Pergola Trellis Slate*
60 x 45cm  24 x 18”   CCDG1223
A stylish cushion featuring a decorative 
trellis pattern with gold fleur de lis motifs, 
traditionally printed onto crisp cotton 
and finished with a white canvas trim.

Mousson Chalk 
50 x 30cm  20 x 12”   CCDG1060
A luxuriously soft wool faux 
sheepskin in chalk is paired with 
Brera Lino pure tumbled linen in this 
irresistible cushion.
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Manipur Graphite 
43 x 43cm  17 x 17”   CCDG1313 
A stylish cut velvet cushion in 
graphite with a hexagonal geometic 
pattern. Reversing to Kumana in cool 
marble and finished with a zinc trim.

Grandiflora Rose Epice
55 x 55cm  22 x 22”   CCDG0975
A glorious painterly cluster of flowers 
form the focal point for this stunning 
cushion. Digitally printed onto pure 
tumbled linen.

Shastri Natural*
60 x 45cm  24 x 18”  CCDG1192
A stunning grid check in sophisticated 
neutral tones is printed onto a 
luxurious cotton/viscose velvet. 
Completed with Varese velvet in 
espresso and a Calozzo taffeta trim.

Queluz Noir*
60 x 45cm  24 x 18”   CCDG1166
A luxurious heavyweight velvet 
cushion featuring a monochrome 
houndstooth pattern. Stylishly 
paired with Brera Lino pure linen 
in ebony for the reverse and trim.

Manipur Silver*
43 x 43cm  17 x 17”   CCDG0988
A stylish cut velvet cushion in silver 
with a hexagonal geometric pattern. 
Reversing to Kumana in cool marble 
and finished with a zinc trim.

Cormo Chalk
43 x 43cm  17 x 17”   CCDG1062
A soft and fluffy faux sheepskin 
boucle weave cushion in chalk 
white, paired with a smart wool 
cloth in charcoal.

Guerbois Charcoal 
40 x 40cm  15 x 15”   CCDG1285 
A contemporary damask design with 
painterly shapes in graphic tones, 
printed onto a chunky weave created 
with a viscose/linen blend. Finished 
with an overlocked edge.

Abernethy Natural 
43 x 43cm  17 x 17”   CCDG1292 
A contemporary tartan check woven 
with recycled wool with a soft 
brushed finish. Abernethy natural is 
paired with Delamere graphite and 
finished with an overlocked edge.

*Please note that the exact placement of the design may vary due to the fabric pattern repeat

Shanghai Garden Ecru
60 x 60cm  24 x 24”   CCDG0355
Delicate painterly peonies in elegant 
neutral tones digitally printed onto 
tumbled linen. Reversing to stone linen 
and trimmed with alabaster satin.



Neutrals with soul - 
barely there shades 
in a mix of textures
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Tapestry Flower  
Eau de Nil
50 x 50cm  20 x 20”   CCDG1278 
Printed onto pure linen, this stylish 
cushion features decorative roses and 
peonies combined with a painterly 
abstract damask ground. Finished 
with an overlocked edge.

Thelma’s Garden Celadon
60 x 45cm  24 x 18”   CCDG1279 
A delicate watercolour floral in soft 
celadon shades is digitally printed 
onto a subtly slubbed cotton. Finished 
with an overlocked edge.

Brera Striato Aqua*
60 x 45cm  24 x 18”   CCDG1226
A smart striped weave in 100% pure 
linen reversing to Brera Lino and 
finished with an overlocked edge.

Cassia Cord  
Antique Jade
43 x 43cm  17 x 17”   CCDG1232
New sustainable cotton velvet 
corduroy, paired with Cassia velvet 
and finished with a Calozzo trim.

Cassia Celadon & Mist
60 x 45cm  24 x 18”   CCDG1002
Our best-selling lustrous velvet 
Cassia in celadon is paired with mist 
and finished with an elegant satin 
trim on two sides.

Kiyosumi Celadon
55 x 55cm  22 x 22”   CCDG0973
Romantic watercolour leaves 
layered with magnolia blossom with 
an elegant swallow. This serene 
cushion is digitally printed onto pure 
tumbled linen.

Manipur Jade* 
43 x 43cm  17 x 17”   CCDG0990

A stylish cut velvet cushion in jade 
with a hexagonal geometric pattern. 
Reversing to Kumana in cool marble 
and finished with a zinc trim.

Papillon Chinois Teal
50 x 50cm  20 x 20”   CCDG1210
Ornate butterflies digitally printed 
onto a cotton/linen blend with 
embroidered highlights.

Rivoli Ocean
50 x 30cm  20 x 12”   CCDG0842
A small rectangular cushion featuring 
an elegant slubbed velvet in ocean. 
Reversing to a natural linen/cotton.

*Please note that the exact placement of the design may vary due to the fabric pattern repeat
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Varese Ocean  
& Duck Egg
43 x 43cm  17 x 17”   CCDG1132
Our classic cotton velvet Varese in 
ocean is paired with duck egg in this 
stylish square cushion. Finished with 
a Scala linen trim in natural.

Brera Lino Indian 
Ocean & Teal 
43 x 43cm  17 x 17”  CCDG1306 
Brera Lino pure tumbled linen 
cushion in Indian Ocean, reversing to 
teal and finished with unique double 
overlocked seams.

Banarasi Cobalt*
60 x 30cm  24 x 12”   CCDG1238
An elegant silk check weave 
cushion in rich cobalt, paired with 
Calozzo taffeta.

Fleur D’Assam Emerald
55 x 55cm  22 x 22”   CCDG1213
Painterly expressions of white apple 
blossom digitally printed onto linen 
and finished with a Brera lino trim.

Glynde Eau de Nil 
50 x 50cm  20 x 20”   CCDG1286 
Beautifully painted dahlias, bordered 
with hosta leaves are digitally printed 
onto a cotton linen blend ground 
with delicate embroidered highlights. 

Mayani Azure
55 x 55cm  22 x 22”   CCDG1142
Painterly, illustrative birds are set 
within a forest canopy in this large 
square cushion. Digitally printed onto 
pure tumbled linen and finished with 
an overlocked edge.

Brera Lino  
Emerald & Capri
43 x 43cm  17 x 17”   CCDG1362
Brera Lino pure tumbled linen 
cushion in emerald, reversing to 
capri and finished with unique double 
overlocked seams.

Chennai Azure
43 x 43cm  17 x 17”  CCDG1194
A stunning reversible azure tartan  
check cushion woven in silk with black 
satin stripe highlights. Finished with a 
Calozzo taffeta trim on two sides.

Corda Cadet
43 x 43cm  17 x 17”  CCDG1153
Our popular cotton corduroy Corda 
in cadet reverses to Velluto velvet in 
sea blue. This contemporary square 
cushion is finished with linen piping.

*Please note that the exact placement of the design may vary due to the fabric pattern repeat
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Blengdale Azure 
60 x 45cm  24 x 18”   CCDG1298 
A multi colour chequerboard pattern 
in soft fleece pile; Blengdale is woven 
with recycled wool and organic 
cotton. Paired with our best selling 
cotton pile velvet Varese in emerald.

Haryana Emerald
55 x 55cm  22 x 22”   CCDG1143
A majestic green parrot hides within the 
forest canopy in this large square cushion. 
Digitally printed onto pure tumbled linen 
with a layered tree pattern on the reverse.

Banarasi Amethyst*
60 x 30cm  24 x 12”   CCDG1237
An elegant silk check weave cushion 
in sophisticated amethyst, paired with 
Calozzo taffeta.

Bandipur Emerald
60 x 45cm  24 x 18”  CCDG1141
A stunning emerald green cushion 
featuring a stylised tree intricately 
embroidered onto a digitally printed 
cotton/linen ground. Reverses to a 
layered leaf pattern.

Brera Lino Ivy & Jade
43 x 43cm  17 x 17” CCDG1368

Brera Lino pure tumbled linen cushion 
in ivy, reversing to jade and finished 
with unique double overlocked seams.

Abernethy Amethyst 
43 x 43cm  17 x 17”   CCDG1291 
A contemporary tartan check woven 
in recycled wool with a soft brushed 
finish. Abernethy amethyst is paired 
with Delamere emerald, a larger scale 
check and finished with an overlocked 
edge detail.

Guerbois Forest 
40 x 40cm  16 x 16”   CCDG1283 
A contemporary damask design with 
painterly shapes in graphic tones, 
printed onto a chunky weave created 
with a viscose/linen blend. Finished 
with an overlocked edge.

*Please note that the exact placement of the design may vary due to the fabric pattern repeat

Grafton Forest 
50 x 50cm  20 x 20”   CCDG1282 
Dramatic graphic shapes are formed 
with rich painterly textures in this 
contemporary cushion, printed onto a 
textured cotton weave to create the 
feel of an artist’s canvas. A smaller scale 
pattern forms a border and the reverse, 
and this stylish large square cushion is 
finished with an overlocked edge.

Varese Fir & Sage
43 x 43cm  17 x 17”   CCDG1149
Our classic cotton velvet Varese in 
fir is paired with sage in this stylish 
square cushion. Finished with a Scala 
linen trim in natural.
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Porcelaine de Chine 
Velours Indigo
55 x 55cm  22 x 22”   CCDG1215
Intricate trailing flowers and birds, digitally 
printed onto luxurious velvet, reversing to 
a painterly stripe and trimmed with a  
silk check.

Brera Striato Cobalt*
60 x 45cm  24 x 18”   CCDG1227
A smart striped weave in 100% pure 
linen reversing to Brera Lino and 
finished with an overlocked edge.

Porcelaine de Chine 
Cobalt
55 x 55cm  22 x 22”   CCDG1217
Intricate trailing flowers and birds, 
digitally printed onto pure tumbled linen 
and finished with an overlocked edge.

Brera Corso Aqua* 
60 x 45cm  24 x 18”   CCDG1230
This stylish striped cushion combines 
neutral linen with sophisticated tonal 
shades of colour.

Odisha Cobalt*
60 x 45cm  24 x 18”  CCDG1184
An artisanal marbled pattern is 
printed onto luxurious velvet in this 
smart cushion in cobalt and lime 
shades. Reversing to Varese cotton 
velvet in denim and finished with a 
linen trim detail.

Madhya Azure
55 x 55cm  22 x 22”   CCDG1146
This stunning cushion features layers 
of verdant leaves in varying scales. 
Digitally printed onto luxurious velvet 
and finished with an overlocked edge.

Monserrate Ocean*
60 x 30cm  24 x 12” CCDG1058
A small scale geometric woven 
velvet cushion in ocean, reversing to 
Tarazona and trimmed with  
Calozzo taffeta.

Monserrate Oyster*
60 x 30cm  24 x 12”   CCDG1164
A small scale geometric woven 
velvet cushion in oyster, reversing 
to Tarazona and trimmed with 
Calozzo taffeta.

*Please note that the exact placement of the  
design may vary due to the fabric pattern repeat

Manipur Oyster* 
43 x 43cm 17 x 17” CCDG0813 
A stylish cut velvet cushion in
oyster with a hexagonal geometric
pattern. Reversing to Kumana in
cool marble and finished with a
zinc trim.



Out of the Blue... 
refined and cosy living
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Guerbois Cobalt 
40 x 40cm  15 x 15”   CCDG1284 
A contemporary damask design with 
painterly shapes in graphic tones, 
printed onto a chunky weave created 
with a viscose/linen blend. Finished 
with an overlocked edge.

Shades  
of cobalt, 
indigo  
and azure

Pergola Trellis 
Cobalt*
60 x 45cm  24 x 18”   CCDG1221
A decorative trellis pattern with 
gold highlights, traditionally printed 
onto crisp cotton and finished with 
a white canvas trim.

Brera Lino  
Midnight & Chambray 
43 x 43cm  17 x 17”   CCDG1307 
Brera Lino pure tumbled linen 
cushion in Midnight, reversing to 
Chambray and finished with unique 
double overlocked seams.

Bandipur Azure
60 x 45cm  24 x 18”  CCDG1140
A stunning azure blue cushion featuring 
a stylised tree intricately embroidered 
onto a digitally printed cotton/linen 
ground. Reverses to a layered leaf 
pattern.

Cassia Cord Mist
43 x 43cm  17 x 17”   CCDG1234
New sustainable cotton velvet 
corduroy, paired with Cassia velvet 
and finished with a Calozzo trim.

Cormo Cobalt
43 x 43cm  17 x 17”   CCDG1299
A soft and fluffy faux sheepskin 
boucle weave cushion in cobalt is 
paired with our eco recycled felted 
cloth Loden in cobalt.

Brera Lino Lagoon & 
Porcelain
43 x 43cm  17 x 17”   CCDG1365
Brera Lino pure tumbled linen 
cushion in lagoon, reversing to 
porcelain and finished with unique 
double overlocked seams.

*Please note that the exact placement of the design may vary due to the fabric pattern repeat

Brera Lino Alabaster
43 x 43cm  17 x 17”   CCDG1370
Brera Lino pure tumbled linen 
cushion in classic alabaster, reversing 
to natural and finished with unique 
double overlocked seams.
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Cassia Cord Indigo
43 x 43cm  17 x 17”   CCDG1233
New sustainable cotton velvet 
corduroy, paired with Cassia velvet 
and finished with a Calozzo trim.

Varese Marine  
& Cerulean
43 x 43cm  17 x 17”   CCDG1071
Our classic cotton velvet Varese in 
marine blue is paired with cerulean in 
this stylish square cushion. Finished 
with a Scala linen trim in natural.

Portland Delft*
43 x 43cm  17 x 17”   CCDG0954
This square cushion features a 
small scale geometric cut velvet 
with a metallic thread ground. In 
delft blue reversing to Anshu satin.

Varese Prussian & Grass 
43 x 43cm  17 x 17”   CCDG1310 
Our classic cotton velvet Varese in 
prussian is paired with grass in this 
stylish square cushion. Finished with a 
Scala linen trim in natural.

Abernethy Cobalt 
43 x 43cm  17 x 17”   CCDG1289 
A contemporary tartan check woven 
with recycled wool with a soft 
brushed finish. Abernethy cobalt is 
paired with Delamere cobalt and 
finished with an overlocked edge.

Cassia Denim & Zinc 
60 x 45cm  24 x 18”   CCDG1304 
Our best-selling lustrous velvet 
Cassia in denim is paired with zinc 
and finished with an elegant trim on 
two sides. 

Blengdale Cobalt 
60 x 45cm  24 x 18”   CCDG1371 
A multi colour chequerboard pattern 
in soft fleece pile; Blengdale is woven 
with recycled wool and organic 
cotton. Paired with our best selling 
cotton pile velvet Varese in marine.

*Please note that the exact placement of the design may vary due to the fabric pattern repeat

Manipur Midnight*
43 x 43cm  17 x 17”   CCDG1067
A stylish cut velvet cushion 
in midnight with a hexagonal 
geometric pattern. Reversing 
to Kumana in cool marble and 
finished with a zinc trim.
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Cormo Chalk
CCDG1062

Baluchi Cameo
CCDG1065

Mousson Chalk
CCDG1060

Wools

Fontenoy Chalk
CCDG1158

Merelle Natural
CCDG1162

Merelle Graphite
CCDG1161

Natural, sustainable and 
effor tlessly stylish – 
our collection of lamb, 
sheepskin and wool 
textures are equally 
beautiful on their own 
or mix them up with 
decorative designs for a 
stylish contrast.

Cormo Emerald 
CCDG1300 

Swaledale Chalk 
CCDG1296 

Cormo Persimmon 
CCDG1301 Cormo Pimento 

CCDG1303 

Cormo Colorato 
CCDG1297 

Cormo Peony 
CCDG1302 

Cormo Cobalt
CCDG1299
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Prussian  
& Grass 
CCDG1310 

Fern & Pear 
CCDG1305 

Denim & Zinc 
CCDG1304 

Saffron
CCDG0845

Damson
CCDG0843

Ocean
CCDG0842

Aubergine & Magenta
CCDG1152

Celadon & Mist
CCDG1002

Saffron & Hazel
CCDG1075

Cameo & Linen
CCDG1129

Velvet is one of our favourite and 
best-selling textures and for good 
reason. Relaxed yet glamorous – 
our velvet cushion collection offers 
a mix of styles, shapes and textures 
in an irresistible palette.

Cassia Velvet 

Rivoli Velvet

Velvets
Grape  
& Crocus 
CCDG1311 

Ocean &  
Duck Egg
CCDG1132

Lime
CCDG0938 

Roebuck  
& Pumice 
CCDG1309 

Berry & 
Moleskin
CCDG1150

Fir & Sage
CCDG1149

Marine &  
Cerulean
CCDG1071

Pale Rose  
& Dove
CCDG1239

Alchemilla & 
Parchment
CCDG1240

Bright Fuchsia 
& Saffron
CCDG1133

Varese Velvet
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Brera Lino Linen 

Alabaster
CCDG1370

Ivy & Jade
CCDG1368 Rose 

CCDG1231

Cadet
CCDG1153

Mist
CCDG1234

Sienna
CCDG1154

Olive 
CCDG1068

Alchemilla
CCDG1235

Antique Jade
CCDG1232Moleskin

CCDG1236

Indigo
CCDG1233

Forest
CCDG1113

Cameo & 
Parchment
CCDG1369

Hibiscus & 
Peach
CCDG1363

Mango & Maize
CCDG1364

Lime & Moss
CCDG1367

Lagoon & 
Porcelain
CCDG1365

Nasturtium & 
Papaya
CCDG1366

Emerald & Capri
CCDG1362

Let the colour in. Our collection of 
plain cushions comes in a range of 

textures, linen, corduroy, velvet and 
wool. Mix it up for instant style.

Plain & 
textured 
cushions

Cassia Corduroy

Corda Corduroy

Midnight & Chambray 
CCDG1307 

Indian Ocean  
& Teal 
CCDG1306

Cameo 
CCDG1312 
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Odisha Peridot*
60 x 45cm  24 x 18” CCDG1255 
The marbled pattern of Odisha 
in peridot is paired with Savine 
in grass. Digitally printed onto a 
water and stain resistant canvas and 
finished with an overlocked edge.

Odisha Cobalt*
60 x 45cm  24 x 18” CCDG1253 
The marbled pattern of Odisha 
in cobalt is paired with Savine in 
cobalt. Digitally printed onto a 
water and stain resistant canvas and 
finished with an overlocked edge.

Odisha Graphite*
60 x 45cm  24 x 18” CCDG1254 
The marbled pattern of Odisha 
in graphite is paired with Savine 
in fuchsia. Digitally printed onto a 
water and stain resistant canvas and 
finished with an overlocked edge.

Tulip Garden* 
Azalea
60 x 45cm  24 x 18” CCDG1251 
Delicate painterly tulips are paired 
with the stamped motif of Jaal. 
Digitally printed onto a water and 
stain resistant canvas and finished 
with an overlocked edge.

Japonaiserie Azure*
60 x 45cm  24 x 18” CCDG1252 
The archival pattern of Japonaiserie 
in azure paired with Shaqui in leaf. 
Digitally printed onto a water and 
stain resistant canvas and finished 
with an overlocked edge.

Shaqui Prussian*
45 x 45cm  18 x 18”
CCDG1247
Our latest outdoor prints, Shaqui 
and Jaal are paired in cobalt and 
emerald in this stylish square indoor/
outdoor cushion.

Samarinda Cobalt*
60 x 30cm  24 x 12”   CCDG1250 
A horizontally banded jacquard 
woven stripe created with chunky 
yarns is the focus of this rectangular 
indoor/outdoor cushion. Paired with 
Cirebon outdoor fabric in cobalt.

Samarinda Noir*
60 x 30cm  24 x 12”   CCDG1249 
A horizontally banded jacquard 
woven stripe created with chunky 
yarns is the focus of this rectangular 
indoor/outdoor cushion. Paired with 
Jaal outdoor canvas in graphite.

Samarinda Epice*
60 x 30cm  24 x 12”   CCDG1248 
A horizontally banded jacquard woven 
stripe created with chunky yarns is 
the focus of this rectangular indoor/
outdoor cushion. Paired with Lovina 
outdoor canvas in grass.

Indoor
Outdoor
Cushions

*Please note that the exact placement of the  
design may vary due to the fabric pattern repeat



Throws
Snuggle up in  

the softest throws
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Katan Fuchsia II
130 x 190cm  51 x 75”  BLDG0258
70% Mohair, 22% Wool & 8% Nylon

Woodhall Zinnia
130 x 180cm  51 x 71”  BLDG0265
40% Merino Lambswool,  
40% Cotton, 20% Polyamide

Tasara Heather
130 x 190cm  51 x 71”  BLDG0248
40% Wool, 35% Cotton, 25% PES

Chennai Fuchsia
130 x 190cm  51 x 71”  BLDG0250
40% Cotton, 15% Wool, 25% PES, 
20% PC - contains recycled fibres

Widdale Brick
140 x 185cm  51 x 75”  BLDG0273
100% Merino Wool

Abernethy Emerald
130 x 190cm  51 x 75”  BLDG0269
70% Mohair, 22% Wool, 8% Polyamide

Banarasi Cobalt
130 x 190cm  51 x 71”  BLDG0252
70% Recycled Cotton, 30% PES

Varanasi Fuchsia
130 x 190cm  51 x 71”  BLDG0253
70% Mohair, 22% Wool, 8% Nylon
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Hawkswick Delft
140 x 185cm  55 x 72”  BLDG0272
100% Merino Wool

Bainbridge Delft
140 x 185cm  55 x 72”  BLDG0264
100% Merino Wool

Bampton Emerald
130 x 190cm  51 x 75”  BLDG0137
50% Acrylic, 25% Polyamide,  
20% Wool, 5% Other Fibres

Saraille Cobalt
115 x 180cm  45 x 71”  BLDG0244
80% Merino Wool, 20% Polyamide
Hand dip-dyed

Tasara Cobalt
130 x 190cm  51 x 75”  BLDG0268
40% Wool, 35% Cotton 25% Polyester

Minakari Cobalt
130 x 180cm  51 x 71” BLDG0226
Digitally printed on 100% Merino Wool
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Maple Tree Celadon
130 x 180cm  51 x 71”  BLDG0207
Digitally Printed on 100% Linen

Assam Blossom Emerald
130 x 180cm  51 x 71”  BLDG0261
Digitally Printed on 100% Linen

Arklet Emerald 
130 x 180cm  51 x 71”  BLDG0229
100% New Zealand Wool

Achara Azure
130 x 180cm  51 x 71”  BLDG0262
Digitally Printed on 100% Linen

Delamere Emerald
140 x 185cm  51 x 75”  BLDG0270
100% Merino Wool

Woodhall Emerald
130 x 190cm  51 x 71”  BLDG0266
40% Merino Lambswool, 40% Cotton, 
20% Polyamide
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The softest textures with 
exquisite detailing - Throws  
and blankets for modern luxury
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Marjorelle Rose
130 x 180cm  51 x 71”  BLDG0232
70% Wool, 20% Polyamide, 10% Silk  
- contains recycled fibres

Burano Dove
130 x 180cm  51 x 71”  BLDG0225
80% Merino Wool, 10% Silk, 10% 
Polyamide - contains recycled fibres

Bainbridge Peony
140 x 185 cm  55 x 72”  BLDG0263
100% Merino Wool

Longhena Espresso
130 x 180cm  51 x 71”  BLDG0221
20% Fine Merino Wool, 40% Cotton, 
40% Acrylic

Delamere Graphite
140 x 185cm  55 x 72”  BLDG0271
100% Merino Wool

Tapestry Flower 
Damson
130 x 180cm  51 x 71”  BLDG0267
100% Merino Wool

Tasara Ochre
130 x 190cm  51 x 71”  BLDG0249
40% Wool, 35% Cotton, 25% PES

Madhya Moss
130 x 180cm  51 x 71” BLDG0246
Digitally Printed on 100% Merino Wool
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Savoie - 100% cotton
Add a layer of luxury to the top of your 
bed with these stunning shaded quilts and 
pillowcases inspired by our statement 
Savoie ombre. Digitally printed onto fine 
cotton with a medium weight cotton fill 
with hand guided kantha stitching and 
finished with a contrast edge binding.

Square Pillowcase (SP)  65 x 65cm  26 x 26”
Rectangular Pillowcase RP) 75 x 50cm  30 x 20” 
Small Quilt (SQ)   230 x 230cm   91 x 91”
Medium Quilt (MQ)  240 x 260cm   94 x 102”
Large Quilt (LQ)   255 x 280cm  100 x 110”

Cobalt SP QUDG0188

SQ QUDG0184
MQ QUDG0185
LQ QUDG0186

Dove SP QUDG0193
RP QUDG0192

SQ QUDG0189 
MQ QUDG0190
LQ QUDG0191

Add a layer of colour and texture with our divine 
quilts in silk , velvet and our pure cotton bed throws.

Quilts & 
Bed Throws

Sevanti  
- 100% cotton velvet
Reversible velvet quilts and pillowcases hand finished with an 
exquisite stitch. Top layer 100% cotton velvet. Bottom layer 60% 
linen, 40% cotton. 100% polyester filling. 100% cotton threads. 

Graphite

SP QUDG0139
RP QUDG0138

SQ QUDG0117
MQ  QUDG0118
LQ  QUDG0119

Indigo

SP QUDG0137
RP QUDG0136

SQ QUDG0112
MQ QUDG0113
LQ QUDG0114

Square Pillowcase (SP)  65 x 65cm  26 x 26”     
Rectangular Pillowcase (RP) 75 x 50cm  30 x 20”  
Small Quilt (SQ)   230 x 230cm   91 x 91”
Medium Quilt (MQ)  240 x 260cm   94 x 102” 
Large Quilt (LQ)   255 x 280cm  100 x 110”
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Chenevard - 100% silk
Elegant hand made reversible quilts and pillowcases.

Espresso & Birch

SP QUDG0150
RP QUDG0149

SQ QUDG0146
MQ QUDG0147
LQ QUDG0148

Sky & Cloud

SP QUDG0155
RP QUDG0154

SQ QUDG0151
MQ QUDG0152
LQ QUDG0153

SP CCDG0240
RP CCDG0244

SQ QUDG0004
MQ QUDG0005
LQ     QUDG0141

Silver & Slate

Eau De Nil & Celadon

SP QUDG0165
RP QUDG0164

SQ QUDG0161
MQ QUDG0162
LQ QUDG0163

Blossom & Peach

SP QUDG0160
RP QUDG0159

SQ QUDG0156
MQ QUDG0157 
LQ QUDG0158

Square Pillowcase (SP)  65 x 65cm  26 x 26”
Rectangular Pillowcase (RP) 75 x 50cm  30 x 20”
Small Quilt (SQ)   230 x 230cm   91 x 91”
Medium Quilt (MQ)  240 x 260cm   94 x 102”
Large Quilt (LQ)   255 x 280cm  100 x 110”

SP QUDG0055
RP QUDG0054

SQ QUDG0051
MQ QUDG0052
LQ QUDG0053

Pebble & Duck Egg Silver & Willow

SP CC9117/01
RP CC9118/01

SQ BSPR001/06
MQ BSPR002/06
LQ QUDG0143

Damson & Magenta

SP CCDG0238
RP CCDG0242

SQ QUDG0006
MQ QUDG0007
LQ QUDG0145

SP CCDG0237
RP CCDG0241

SQ QUDG0008
MQ QUDG0009
LQ QUDG0144

Chalk & Graphite



Alba Bed Throw - 100% cotton   
Woven in a chunky waffle weave and 
stonewashed for softness. 

Espresso

L BLDG0256 
XL BLDG0257

Blossom

L BLDG0254
XL BLDG0255

Large (L)  224 x 244cm   88 x 96”
Extra Large (XL) 267 x 244cm   105 x 96”

Wedgwood

L BLDG0158
XL BLDG0172

Midnight

L BLDG0159
XL BLDG0173

Alabaster

L BLDG0156
XL BLDG0170
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A new addition to our 
successful Loweswater organic 

towel range - this luxurious 
large size bathmat is woven 

from superior 850gsm Egyptian 
cotton, grown without the 

use of synthetic additives or 
pesticides and not genetically 

modif ied. OEKO-TEX® 
Standard 100 approved for 

added conf idence.

Towels
& 

bathmats
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Wash Cloth  30 x 30cm  12 x 12”
Hand Towel  100 x 50cm  39 x 20” 
Bath Towel  130 x 70cm  51 x 28” 
Bath Sheet  165 x 100cm 65 x 35”
Bath Mat   90 x 60cm  36 x 24”

Loweswater
Loweswater organic cotton towels - woven from superior
700gsm Egyptian cotton, grown without the use of 
synthetic additives or pesticides and not genetically 
modif ied.
 
OEKO-TEX® Standard 100 approved for added 
conf idence.

NEW Willow
Wash Cloth  TOWDG0819
Hand Towel  TOWDG0811
Bath Towel  TOWDG0812
Bath Sheet  TOWDG0813
Bath Mat   TOWDG0834

NEW Mimosa
Wash Cloth  TOWDG0816
Hand Towel  TOWDG0802
Bath Towel  TOWDG0803
Bath Sheet  TOWDG0804

Pale Rose
Wash Cloth  TOWDG0772
Hand Towel  TOWDG0754
Bath Towel  TOWDG0755
Bath Sheet  TOWDG0756

NEW Orchid
Wash Cloth  TOWDG0815
Hand Towel  TOWDG0799
Bath Towel  TOWDG0800
Bath Sheet  TOWDG0801
Bath Mat  TOWDG0832

Bianco
Wash Cloth  TOWDG0774
Hand Towel  TOWDG0762
Bath Towel  TOWDG0763
Bath Sheet  TOWDG0764 
Bath Mat   TOWDG0830

NEW Delft
Wash Cloth  TOWDG0818
Hand Towel  TOWDG0808
Bath Towel  TOWDG0809
Bath Sheet  TOWDG0810 
Bath Mat  TOWDG0835

NEW Porcelain
Wash Cloth  TOWDG0817
Hand Towel  TOWDG0805
Bath Towel  TOWDG0806
Bath Sheet  TOWDG0807

NEW Nutmeg
Wash Cloth  TOWDG0814
Hand Towel  TOWDG0796
Bath Towel  TOWDG0797
Bath Sheet  TOWDG0798

Birch
Wash Cloth  TOWDG0773
Hand Towel  TOWDG0758
Bath Towel  TOWDG0759
Bath Sheet  TOWDG0760
Bath Mat   TOWDG0831

Celadon
Wash Cloth  TOWDG0771
Hand Towel  TOWDG0750
Bath Towel  TOWDG0751
Bath Sheet  TOWDG0752

Sage
Wash Cloth  TOWDG0769
Hand Towel  TOWDG0742
Bath Towel  TOWDG0743
Bath Sheet  TOWDG0744

Antique Jade
Wash Cloth  TOWDG0770
Hand Towel  TOWDG0746
Bath Towel  TOWDG0747
Bath Sheet  TOWDG0748 
Bath Mat  TOWDG0833
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Blossom
Hand Towel  TOWDG0715
Bath Towel  TOWDG0716
Bath Sheet  TOWDG0717
Bath Mat  TOWDG0727

Denim
Hand Towel  TOWDG0718
Bath Towel  TOWDG0719
Bath Sheet  TOWDG0720
Bath Mat  TOWDG0728

Charcoal
Wash Cloth  TOWDG0776
Hand Towel  TOWDG0330
Bath Towel  TOWDG0331
Bath Sheet  TOWDG0332
Bath Mat  TOWDG0328

Flint
Hand Towel  TOWDG0166
Bath Towel  TOWDG0167
Bath Sheet  TOWDG0168
Bath Mat  TOWDG0785

Alabaster
Wash Cloth  TOWDG0780
Hand Towel  BT072/01H
Bath Towel  BT072/01B
Bath Sheet  BT072/01S
Bath Mat  BT0019

Birch
Wash Cloth  TOWDG0779
Hand Towel  TOWDG0377
Bath Towel  TOWDG0378
Bath Sheet  TOWDG0379
Bath Mat  TOWDG0375

Acacia
Hand Towel  TOWDG0325
Bath Towel  TOWDG0326
Bath Sheet  TOWDG0327
Bath Mat  TOWDG0323

Wedgwood
Wash Cloth  TOWDG0777
Hand Towel  TOWDG0315
Bath Towel  TOWDG0316
Bath Sheet  TOWDG0317
Bath Mat  TOWDG0313

Turquoise
Hand Towel  BT072/06H
Bath Towel  BT072/06B  
Bath Sheet  BT072/06S
Bath Mat  BT0022

Cloud
Hand Towel  BT0056
Bath Towel  BT0054
Bath Sheet  BT0055
Bath Mat  TOWDG0786

Aqua
Wash Cloth  TOWDG0778
Hand Towel  TOWDG0721
Bath Towel  TOWDG0722
Bath Sheet  TOWDG0723
Bath Mat  TOWDG0729

Lotus
Wash Cloth  TOWDG0705
Hand Towel  TOWDG0706
Bath Towel  TOWDG0707
Bath Sheet  TOWDG0708
Bath Mat  TOWDG0724

Espresso
Hand Towel  TOWDG0709
Bath Towel  TOWDG0710
Bath Sheet  TOWDG0711
Bath Mat  TOWDG0725

Moss
Hand Towel  TOWDG0712
Bath Towel  TOWDG0713
Bath Sheet  TOWDG0714
Bath Mat  TOWDG0726

Wash Cloth* 30 x 30cm  12 x 12” 
Hand Towel  100 x 50cm  39 x 20” 
Bath Towel  130 x 70cm  51 x 28” 
Bath Sheet  165 x 90cm  65 x 35” 
Bath Mat  90 x 50cm  36 x 20”

Coniston 
Towels

Our luxurious 100% 
pure cotton Coniston 
towels
 
Plain dyed in sublime 
700gsm cotton and 
woven with textured 
stripe detailing 

OEKO-TEX® 
Standard 100 
approved for added  
conf idence
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Peonia Grande Zinc

30 x 18 x 10.5cm
12 x 7 x 4”
WASDG0171

24 x 14 x 7.5cm
9 x 6 x 3”
WASDG0170

17.5 x 10.5 x 6cm
7 x 4 x 2”
WASDG0169

Assam Blossom Dove

30 x 18 x 10.5cm
12 x 7 x 4”
WASDG0228

24 x 14 x 7.5cm
9 x 6 x 3”
WASDG0227

17.5 x 10.5 x 6cm
7 x 4 x 2”
WASDG0226

Wash Bags
Make the everyday more elegant.
All printed onto a water resistant  
cotton with a waterproof lining.

Achara Azure

30 x 18 x 10.5cm
12 x 7 x 4”
WASDG0241

24 x 14 x 7.5cm
9 x 6 x 3”
WASDG0240

17.5 x 10.5 x 6cm
7 x 4 x 2”
WASDG0239

NEW Grafton Forest 

30 x 10 x 18cm 
11 x 9 x 4”
WASDG0257

24 x 7 x 14cm 
9 x 6 x 3”
WASDG0256

17 x 6x 10cm 
6 x 5 x 3”
WASDG0255

NEW Jardin Botanique Birch

30 x 10 x 18cm 
11 x 9 x 4”
WASDG0260

24 x 7 x 14cm 
9 x 6 x 3”
WASDG0259

17 x 6x 10cm 
6 x 5 x 3”
WASDG0258

Madhya Moss

30 x 18 x 10.5cm
12 x 7 x 4”
WASDG0225

24 x 14 x 7.5cm
9 x 6 x 3”
WASDG0224

17.5 x 10.5 x 6cm
7 x 4 x 2”
WASDG0223



Brera Lino
Washed linen washbag in our best selling Brera Lino 
fabric, finished with a bold zip. These washbags are 
finished with a waterproof lining and interior pocket.

Emerald 
28 x 15 x 15cm
11 x 6 x 6”
WASDG0250

Capri 
20 x 12 x 11cm
8 x 5 x 4.5”
WASDG0249

Eau de Nil 
21 x 10 x 6.5cm
8 x 4 x 2.5”
WASDG0248

Cerise 
28 x 15 x 15cm
11 x 6 x 6”
WASDG0247

Hibiscus 
20 x 12 x 11cm
8 x 5 x 4.5”
WASDG0246

Peach 
21 x 10 x 6.5cm
8 x 4 x 2.5”
WASDG0245

Pebble
28 x 15 x 15cm
11 x 6 x 6”
WASDG0201

Moleskin 
20 x 12 x 11cm
8 x 5 x 4.5”
WASDG0200

Walnut
21 x 10 x 6.5cm
8 x 4 x 2.5”
WASDG0199

24 x 17cm 
9 x 7”
WASDG0232

17 x 13cm 
7 x 5”
WASDG0231

Delahaye

24 x 17cm 
9 x 7”
WASDG0230

17 x 13cm 
7 x 5”
WASDG0229

Emerald Cobalt
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16 x 13 x 6.5cm 
6 x 5 x 3”
WASDG0103

Issoria  
Rose Large

28 x 22 x 11cm 
11 x 9 x 4”
WASDG0105

22 x 16 x 8cm 
9 x 6 x 3”
WASDG0104

24 x 17cm 
9 x 7”
WASDG0212

17 x 13cm 
7 x 5”
WASDG0211

24 x 17cm 
9 x 7”
WASDG0216

17 x 13cm 
7 x 5”
WASDG0215

24 x 17cm 
9 x 7”
WASDG0238

17 x 13cm 
7 x 5”
WASDG0237

24 x 17cm 
9 x 7”
WASDG0236

17 x 13cm 
7 x 5”
WASDG0235

Corda
Pouch style bag with feature metallic 
zip and contrast binding detail. In pure 
cotton Corda velvet corduroy and 
finished with a waterproof lining

Cameo

Cobalt

Azalea

Olive

Cadet 

24 x 1 x 17cm 
9 x 6 x 3”
WASDG0262

17 x 2x 13cm 
6 x 5 x 3”
WASDG0261

Shinsha Blossom

30 x 18 x 10.5cm
12 x 7 x 4”
WASDG0244

24 x 14 x 7.5cm
9 x 6 x 3”
WASDG0243

17.5 x 10.5 x 6cm
7 x 4 x 2”
WASDG0242

24 x 17cm 
9 x 7”
WASDG0252

17 x 13cm 
7 x 5”
WASDG0251

Delahaye Aqua

13 x 16 x 6.5cm 
6 x 7 x 2”
WASDG0103

Issoria  
Zinc Medium Issoria  

Jade Small 



Home Fragrance
Our collection of beautifully scented candles 

and dif fusers to per fectly fragrance your 
home and add a stylish f inishing touch. 

Created with exclusive scents and no harmful 
ingredients, choose from six gorgeous 

fragrances that each evoke elements of 
nature and the landscape.  All are so 

irresistible, it’s hard to choose just one.



All presented in eco friendly, recyclable packaging

Green Fig
The divine scent of the first fig harvest with hints of cassis 
and delicate rose blossom, enhanced with the fresh green 
fragrance of tomato leaf, zingy lemon and dewy moss.

220g Candle  HFDG0059
approx burn time 40hrs  
100ml Diffuser  HFDG0065
in emerald green hand blown glass 

300g Candle   HFDG0053
approx burn time 50hrs
in a terrazzo vessel crafted with natural green shaded stones

Spring Meadow
Surround yourself with the scent of heavenly roses and peonies 
- green notes of geranium leaf and rhubarb create the essence of 
spring, balanced with citrus notes of grapefruit and lemon zest.

220g Candle  HFDG0056
approx burn time 40hrs
100ml Diffuser  HFDG0062
in emerald green hand blown glass

300g Candle   HFDG0050
approx burn time 50hrs
in a terrazzo vessel crafted with natural coral shaded stones

Waterfall
The dewy scent of crisp cool water flowing over lichen and 
moss. Subtle woody notes of iris and patchouli with rose, 
sparkling grapefruit and ambergris for a truly unique fragrance.

220g Candle  HFDG0061
approx burn time 40hrs
100ml Diffuser  HFDG0067
in emerald green hand blown glass

300g Candle   HFDG0055
approx burn time 50hrs
in a terrazzo vessel crafted with natural grey shaded stones



All presented in eco friendly, recyclable packaging

Woodland Fern
Early spring in the woodlands, where the air is rich with the 
new life emerging from the forest floor - fresh green ferns and 
clary sage balanced with earthy cedarwood, moss and incense.

220g Candle  HFDG0057
approx burn time 40hrs
100ml Diffuser  HFDG0063
in emerald green hand blown glass 

300g Candle   HFDG0051
approx burn time 50hrs
in a terrazzo vessel crafted with natural coral shaded stones

First Flower
Cascades of tumbling wisteria flowers release their evocative 
scent into the balmy summer air, rich with blooming jasmine, 
bergamot freshness and warm musk.

220g Candle  HFDG0060
approx burn time 40hrs  
100ml Diffuser  HFDG0066
in emerald green hand blown glass

300g Candle   HFDG0054
approx burn time 50hrs
in a terrazzo vessel crafted with natural green shaded stones

Glasshouse
Immerse yourself in the warm and inviting scent of the 
greenhouse - the unmistakable scent of tomato leaves and 
geranium with herbal notes of basil and peppermint.

220g Candle  HFDG0058
approx burn time 40hrs  
100ml Diffuser  HFDG0064
in emerald green hand blown glass 

300g Candle   HFDG0052
approx burn time 50hrs
in a terrazzo vessel crafted with natural grey shaded stones



Tricia Guild: Moody Blooms
Z28/01
To Tricia Guild a beautifully decorated room without

flowers or plants is only nearly complete. Only nearly

perfect. In Moody Blooms: Designing with Nature, her

20th book, she shares her passion for nature - for

flowers, leaves and stems, exploring how nature can

be as important as the furnishings we choose to  
enhance a room’s mood and atmosphere. With

beautiful photography by James Merrell and featuring

unique insights and ideas from Tricia Guild.

New Book
moody blooms
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Out of the Blue Candle 
180g
HFDG0049 
The warmth of fresh figs, wood and 
honeyed fruit blends with bittersweet fig 
leaves to immerse you in the evocative 
scent of the Mediterranean. Made in 
England with 100% natural wax.

Tricia Guild:  
Out of the Blue
Z28/01
Out of the Blue celebrates 
the creativity and passion 
of founder and visionary, 
Tricia Guild, and charts the 
company’s history and archive.

Grandiflora Rose Epice 
Umbrella
118cm  46.5”  UMB0005
What better way to brighten up a rainy day 
than with our gorgeous Grandiflora Rose 
Epice umbrella.

Porcelaine de Chine Indigo 
Compact Umbrella
118cm  46.5”  UMB0008
In a new compact style, ornate butterflies flutter 
between leaves and flowers against a dramatic 
indigo background.

Porcelaine de Chine 
Alchemilla Compact Umbrella
118cm  46.5”  UMB0006
In a new compact style, ornate butterflies flutter 
between leaves and flowers against a striking 
yellow background.

Porcelaine de Chine Indigo 
Umbrella
118cm  46.5”  UMB0007
Ornate butterflies flutter between leaves and 
flowers against a dramatic indigo background, 
lined with olive green.

Out of 
the Blue
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Eng l i sh Her i tage fabr ics , wa l lpaper s  and accessor ies 
are exc lus ive ly  produced and d is t r ibuted by  
Designer s Gui ld . Inspired by the extensive archive of histor ic 
wa l lpaper s  he ld by Eng l i sh Her i tage , th i s  co l laborat ion 
in fuses contemporar y text i le  and wal lpaper co l lect ions 
wi th Eng land ’s  s t rong des ign her i tage . The co l lect ions 
have been created us ing t r ad i t iona l  techn iques as  wel l  as 
embrac ing d ig i ta l  pr int ing to capture the fu l les t  o f  deta i l 
he ld wi th in the des igns . Purchas ing these co l lect ions he lps  
Eng l i sh Her i tage keep the s tor y of  Eng land a l ive for 

future gener at ions .

Eagle House Damask Woad 
43 x 43cm 17 x 17” CCEH0007
A stunning floral trellis cushion with bold 
block printed style flowers, paired with the 
small scale St John Street Trellis in woad. 
Finished with a brush trim.

Suffolk Garden Delft
40 x 40cm 15 x 15” CCEH0002
A wonderfully flowing floral cushion,  
accentuated with detailed birds and  
butterflies, digitally printed onto pure 
cotton. Finished with a brush trim.

Suffolk Garden Slate Blue
40 x 40cm 15 x 15” CCEH0003
A wonderfully flowing floral cushion,  
accentuated with detailed birds and  
butterflies, digitally printed onto pure cotton. 
Finished with a brush trim.
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Eagle House Damask Limestone
43x43cm 17x17”  CCEH0005
A stunning floral trellis cushion with bold 
block printed style flowers, paired with the 
small scale St John Street Trellis in limestone. 
Finished with a brush trim.

Suffolk Garden Birch
40 x 40cm 15 x 15” CCEH0004
A wonderfully flowing floral cushion,  
accentuated with detailed birds and  
butterflies, digitally printed onto pure 
cotton. Finished with a brush trim.

Eagle House Damask Seagrass
43 x 43cm 17 x 17” CCEH0006 
A stunning floral trellis cushion with bold 
block printed style flowers, paired with 
the small scale St John Street Trellis in eau 
de nil. Finished with a brush trim.
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Lemons Canvas
60x45cm  24 x 18”  CCJD5074
Classical botanical illustrations of lemons and blossom 
framed by collages of playing card backs and highlighted 
with intricate embroidery. 

Crown Lily Canvas 
50x50cm  20 x 20”  CCJD5077 
Crown lilies in glorious hues, framed by a 
contrasting geometric pattern. Paired with an argyle 
pattern on the reverse

Orange Canvas
60x45cm  24 x 18” CCJD5075
This elegant cushion features beautifully rendered 
oranges and blossom framed by collages of playing card 
backs. Highlighted with embroidered details. 

A new collection of wonder ful accessor ies 
that celebrate the enigmatic and 

extraordinary world of John Derian. 
Each with its own unique and timeless 
character, this range of cushions, throws 

and rugs add an eclectic touch and 
instant style.
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Bower of  Roses Forest 
50x50cm  20 x 20”  CCJD5076
A wondrous illustration of a sleeping beauty 
laying amidst a garden of roses which are 
delicately highlighted with embroidery.

Flower Vase Parchment  
50x50cm  20 x 20”  CCJD5078 
A statement dramatic vase with a billowing 
floral display has been illustrated with bright 
and vibrant washes of colour.

Ellen’s Eyes Parchment   
50x50cm  20 x 20”  CCJD5079 
This wistful beauty is another joy held within 
the Picture Book published by John Derian 
to showcase his world of vintage illustrations 
and decoupage collages.

Eye Sepia  
45x45cm  18 x 18”  CCJD5072 
This stylish round cushion focuses on a 
classic John Derian image of a detailed 
illustration of an eye which features on  
the front cover of John Derian’s iconic 
Picture Book.

Colour Wheel Multicolour
45x45cm  18 x 18”  CCJD5073
A vibrant, playful round cushion featuring 
vintage illustrations of colour wheels. Taken 
from the extensive archive of prints from the 
John Derian NYC studio.
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Mixed Tones Canvas
130 x 180  51 x 71”  BLJD5008
An entirely charming display of the 
artist’s palette has become a  
John Derian best selling fabric and is 
now the feature of this digitally printed 
linen throw.  

Flower Vase Parchment
130 x 180   51 x 71”  BLJD5009
A vintage engraving of a flower-filled 
vase is the feature of this decorative 
throw. The etched illustration is 
tinted with bright and vivid tones and 
finished with a collaged blue daisy 
pattern border. Digitally printed 
onto pure tumbled linen.

Palm Trail Sepia
130 x 180cm   51 x 71"   BLJD5007
An exotic scene of botanical 
palm trees with an elephant and 
tiger. Digitally printed onto pure 
linen with a tumbled finish and 
completed with a hemmed edge.

Mirrored Butterflies Sky 
130 x 180cm   51 x 71"   BLJD5003
Printed onto pure tumbled linen and 
finished with a hemmed edge.

Seaport Ocean
130 x 180cm   51 x 71"   BLJD5006
A classical, historical, nautical scene is 
digitally printed onto pure linen with a 
tumbled finish with a hemmed edge.

Throws



Blue Daisies Sepia
50 x 50cm  20 x 20”  CCJD5055
Printed onto a linen rich ground.

Elephant's Trunk Sky
60 x 45cm  24 x 18"   CCJD5052
Printed onto a linen rich ground.

Friendship Forest
60 x 45cm  24 x 18”   CCJD5061
Printed onto a linen rich ground.

Love Forest
50 x 50cm  20 x 20"   CCJD5045
Crewelwork embroidered letters on 
a printed floral ground in pure linen.

Dragonfly Over Clouds Sky Blue
50 x 50cm  20 x 20"   CCJD5008
Printed onto pure linen with 
embroidered knot detailing.

Parrot and Palm Azure 
50 x 50cm  20 x 20"   CCJD5025
Printed onto pure linen with 
embroidered highlights. 

Floral Aviary Parchment
60 x 45cm  24 x 18"   CCJD5051
Printed onto a linen rich ground.

Birds of  a Feather Parchment
60 x 45cm  24 x 18”   CCJD5060
Printed onto a linen rich ground.

Parrot and Palm Parchment
50 x 50cm  20 x 20”  CCJD5054
Printed onto pure linen with 
embroidered highlights.

Mirrored Butterflies Sky - Large Rug
200 x 300cm  6’6 x 9’8” RUGJD7002
Digitally printed and finished with a felt backing and blue edge.

The Rose Sepia - Large Rug
200 x 300cm  6’6 x 9’8” RUGJD7001
Hand screen printed onto a loom woven viscose ground.

Rugs



Alphabet Parchment
50 x 50cm  20 x 20”  CCJD5063
Graphic letters in red, adorn this decoupage 
style cushion. Digitally printed onto a 
linen ground, selected characters are fully 
embroidered creating an almost 3D effect. 

Chanterelle Carmine
50 x 50cm  20 x 20”  CCJD5065
A collection of woodland fungi are digitally 
printed onto a natural tone cotton/linen blend 
and reverses to an overlaid leaf pattern.

Peacock Emerald
50 x 50cm  20 x 20”  CCJD5067
A peacock takes centre stage in this 
charming cushion. Digitally printed 
onto a linen/cotton blend reversing 
to an all-over feather pattern.

Heavens Zinc
60 x 45cm  24 x 18”   CCJD5064
This whimsical cushion features an exotic 
giraffe and butterflies and is digitally printed 
onto a cotton linen ground.

Grotto Carmine
60 x 45cm  24 x 18”   CCJD5068
A myriad of shells and coral create this 
nautical themed cushion. Digitally printed 
onto a cotton/linen blend.

In the Library Sepia
60 x 45cm  24 x 18”   CCJD5066
This decoupage style cushion features a parrot, 
kangaroo and rabbit who seem to be hatching 
a plan! This divine cushion is digitally printed 
onto a cotton/linen blend.

Swan Floral Sepia
60 x 45cm  24 x 18”   CCJD5069
A swan is surrounded by bloomed flowers in 
this cushion. Reversing to a collage of flowers, 
this cushion is digitally printed onto a cotton/
linen blend.

Exotic Fish Carmine
60 x 45cm  24 x 18”   CCJD5071
Almost like peering into a dream-
like aquatic scene, this vibrant 
cushion is digitally printed onto a 
natural cotton/linen ground.

Toucan Floral Sepia
60 x 45cm  24 x 18”   CCJD5070
A very handsome toucan is the focal 
point of this striking cushion. Digitally 
printed onto a linen/cotton blend and 
reversing to a floral pattern.
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A small rectangular cushion 
featuring a graphic pattern in tones 
of citron and grey woven with 
chenille reversing to a soft cotton 
velvet in grey.

Perzina Citron
60x30cm 24x12” CCWY4015

 Classic British style at its 
best -  11 gorgeous cushions 

from William Yeoward.

Inspired by vintage textiles, this versatile 
woven jute/cotton striped cushion in 
earthy tones is highlighted with intricate 
small scale patterns. Laia plain texture 
on the reverse.

Almacan Spice
60x45cm 24x18” CCWY4008

Inspired by artisanal weaving on  
the Malabar coast in India, this 
wonderful new striped cushion by 
William Yeoward in jute and cotton 
reverses to Laia in spice.

Kerala Spice
60 x45cm 24x18” CCWY4012

A classic ikat pattern is reinvented in this 
large square cushion. Digitally printed onto 
a viscose linen ground with a plain reverse.

Saphia Steel
50x50cm 20x20” CCWY4006

Inspired by vintage textiles, this versatile 
woven jute/cotton striped cushion in 
green and alchemilla tones is highlighted 
with intricate small scale patterns. Laia 
plain texture on the reverse.

Almacan Grass
60x45cm 24x18”CCWY4013
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A stylish ikat pattern in shades of jade 
combine to create this dynamic cushion. 
Digitally printed onto a textural viscose linen 
ground and reversing to Highland Linen.

Cuzco Jade
60x45cm CCWY4003

A small rectangular cushion featuring 
a graphic pattern in tones of green 
woven with chenille. Reversing to a 
soft cotton velvet in moss green.

Perzina Grass
60x30cm CCWY4016

Inspired by vintage textiles, this versatile 
woven jute/cotton striped cushion in azure 
tones is highlighted with intricate small scale 
patterns. Laia plain texture on the reverse.

Almacan Peacock
60x45cm CCWY4007

Inspired by vintage textiles, this versatile 
woven jute/cotton striped cushion in grey 
and cream tones is highlighted with intricate 
small scale patterns. Laia plain texture on 
the reverse.

Almacan Slate
60 x45cm CCWY4014

A small rectangular cushion featuring 
a graphic pattern in tones of indigo 
and grey woven with chenille. 
Reversing to a soft cotton velvet in 
denim blue.

Perzina Midnight
60x30cm CCWY4009

A small rectangular cushion featuring a 
graphic pattern in tones of grey woven 
with chenille reversing to a soft cotton 
velvet in grey.

Perzina Slate
60x30cm CCWY4017



CUSHIONS

Garden Mix - Multicolore 
60 x 45cm  24 x 18’’  CCCL0615 
Embroidered flowers and leaves 
feature on cotton sateen, in this 

floral cushion. Reversing to black, 
this cushion is completed with 

fuchsia velvet piping.

It’s Paradise - Agate
60 x 45cm  24 x 18’’  CCCL0621 
This cushion depicts an imaginative 

island paradise scene. Digitally 
printed onto luxurious cotton sateen 
and finished with a unique double 
piping in jade and chalk velvet.

Flower’s Game - Bourgeon
60 x 45cm  24 x 18’’  CCCL0616 
A chequerboard pattern forms the 

backdrop of this floral cushion. 
Digitally printed onto cotton 

sateen, this cushion is embroidered 
on the front and finished with 

black sateen piping.

Algae Bloom - Pearl
60 x 30cm  24 x 12’’  CCCL0622 

Flowers emerge from coral and 
agate in this stylish cushion. Digitally 

printed onto cotton sateen to 
complete your interior scheme.

The Christian Lacroix approach to design is to tell unique and 
memorable stories, and have you partake in the adventure. Their 
extravagance and spirit are matched only by their determination 
to fulfil a unique vision for your home. The range of accessories 
developed by Christian Lacroix Maison promise incomparable 

designs with the finest of finishing.
Eclectic and eccentric cushions, throws and rugs await your 

discovery. A selection of our rugs are now available to order in 
bespoke sizes.
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Lacroix Cherry! - Bleu Denim
60 x 30cm  24 x 12’’  CCCL0592

Embroidered and printed, completed 
with a duo piping.

Ocean Blooms - Ruisseau
50 x 50cm  20 x 20’’  CCCL0582

Printed onto velvet with a cotton reverse.

Cosmos Eden - Multicolore
50 x 50cm  20 x 20’’  CCCL0611

Printed onto luxurious velvet.

Oiseau de Bengale - Marais
50 x 50cm  20 x 20’’  CCCL0581
Printed onto luxurious velvet with a 

cotton reverse.

CUSHIONS

Dame Nature - Printemps
40 x 40cm  16 x 16’’  CCCL0572

Printed onto cotton with 
embroidered highlights.

Floribunda - Ruisseau
45cm diameter  18’’  CCCL0614

Printed onto cotton sateen.

Dona Jirafa - Opiat
45cm diameter  18’’  CCCL0496

Printed onto cotton sateen.

Flowerworks - Camélia
55 x 55cm  22 x 22’’  CCCL0612
Printed onto luxurious velvet with 

cotton sateen on the reverse.

Feather Park - Jais
50 x 50cm  20 x 20’’  CCCL0620 

Graphic leaf and palm forms in 
delicate shades are the feature of 
this cushion. Digitally printed onto 
velvet, reversing to cotton sateen, 

this cushion is finished with turquoise 
velvet piping.
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Le Curieux - Argile
60 x 30cm  24 x 12’’  CCCL0515

Printed onto cotton with 
embroidered highlights.

Jungle King - Opiat
45cm diameter  18’’  CCCL0495

Printed onto sleek cotton.

Lacroix Photocall - Multicolore
55 x 55cm  22 x 22’’  CCCL0604
Printed onto sultan silk with a cotton 

sateen reverse.

Arlecchino Wood - 
Multicolore

50 x 50cm  20 x 20’’  CCCL0603
Printed onto luxurious velvet with a 
cotton sateen print on the reverse.

Botanic Rainbow - 
Multicolore

50 x 50cm  20 x 20’’  CCCL0600
Printed onto cotton sateen.

Premier Rendez-Vous - 
Marais

45cm diameter  18’’ CCCL0597
Printed onto cotton sateen and 

finished with green velvet piping.

Nature Games - Multicolore
60 x 30cm  24 x 12’’  CCCL0609

Printed and embroidered on 
cotton sateen

Circus - Multicolore
60 x 30cm  24 x 12’’  CCCL0618 

Whimsical decoupage style 
characters adorn this cushion. 
Digitally printed onto luxurious 
cotton sateen, this cushion is 
embellished with embroidery.

In Love - Multicolore
60 x 45cm  24 x 18’’  CCCL0617 

This vintage inspired design is 
enhanced with a black flock print. 
Reversing to a floral, printed onto 

cotton sateen and finished with double 
piping in pink and green velvet.

CUSHIONS
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Fleurs d’artifice - Marais
55 x 55cm  22 x 22’’  CCCL0613

Printed onto velvet with cotton sateen 
on the reverse.

Jardin des Hespérides  
- Multicolore

60 x 30cm  24 x 12’’  CCCL0610
Embroidered on cotton sateen with 

black velvet piping.

Mosaïc Freak - Multicolore
60 x 45cm  24 x 18’’  CCCL0596

Printed onto cotton sateen

Lacroix Parade - Jais
55 x 55cm  22 x 22’’  CCCL0602
Printed on sultan silk with a cotton 

sateen reverse.

Precious - Iris
60 x 45cm  24 x 18’’  CCCL0623

Abstract swirls from coral and agate 
stone create this graphic cushion. 

Digitally printed onto luxurious velvet 
and reversing to a geometric pattern 

on cotton sateen.

White Sands Sunset - 
Ruisseau

50 x 50cm  20 x 20’’  CCCL0619
A graphic, abstract pattern creates 

a stunning visual in this cushion. 
This design is digitally printed onto 

luxurious cotton sateen.

Monogram me Lacroix! - 
Multicolore

40 x 40cm  16 x 16’’  CCCL0594
Embroidered highlights and 
printed onto cotton sateen

Do You Speak Lacroix? - 
Multicolore

40 x 40cm  16 x 16’’  CCCL0595
Fringed cushion, printed with 

embroidered highlights.

CUSHIONS

Birds Sinfonia - Crépuscule
50 x 50cm  20 x 20’’  CCCL0531

Printed onto cotton.



Do You Speak Lacroix? - 
Multicolore

130 x 180cm  51 x 71’’  BLCL5004
Printed onto pure Merino wool

Feather Park - Jais
130 x 180cm  51 x 71’’  BLCL5007
Graphic leaf and palm forms in 
delicate shades are the feature of 
this dramatic dark throw. Digitally 
printed onto luxurious Merino wool 
and finished with a hemmed edge.

Jardin des Hespérides - 
Multicolore

130 x 180cm  51 x 71’’  BLCL5006
Printed onto pure Merino wool

Feather Park - Marais
130 x 180cm  51 x 71’’  BLCL5008 
Graphic leaf and palm forms in 
delicate shades are the feature of 
this dramatic powder blue throw. 
Digitally printed onto luxurious 
Merino wool and finished with a 
hemmed edge.

THROWS

It’s Paradise - Agate
137x183cm  51 x 71’’  
BLCL5009
This jacquard woven throw 
depicts an imaginative 
island paradise scene. This 
new quality is woven with 
cotton and finished with a 
fringed edge on all sides.
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Bosquet - Roseau *
Hand Tufted Pile, 100% Wool,  

Backing 100% Cotton
RUGCL0338  160 x 260cm  5’2 x 8’5”
RUGCL0339  200 x 300cm  6’6 x 9’8”
RUGCL0340  250 x 350cm  8’2 x 11’5”

Bosquet - Carbone *
Hand Tufted Pile, 100% Wool, 

Backing 100% Cotton
RUGCL0347  250cm diameter 8’2”

Prête-Moi ta Plume! - Jais
Digitally Printed, Pile 100% Polyamide, 

Backing 100% Felt
RUGCL0351  250cm diameter 8’2”

Geisha - Prisme
Hand Tufted Pile, 50% Wool, 50% Viscose, 

Backing 100% Cotton
RUGCL0335  160 x 260cm  5’2 x 8’5”
RUGCL0336 200 x 300cm  6’6 x 9’8”

RUGCL0337  250 x 350cm  8’2 x 11’5”

Tempera - Multicolore Garance *
Hand Tufted Pile, 78% Viscose, 22% Wool, 

Backing 100% Cotton
DHRCL003/01  160 x 260cm  5'2 x 8'5”
DHRCL004/01  200 x 300cm  6'6 x 9'8”

RUGS
Pietra Dura - Multicolore *

Hand Tufted Pile, 50% Wool, 50% Viscose, 
Backing 100% Cotton

RUGCL0344  160 x 260cm  5’2 x 8’5”
RUGCL0345  200 x 300cm  6’6 x 9’8”
RUGCL0346  250 x 350cm  8’2 x 11’5”

Feather Park - Jais
Digitally Printed,100% Polyamide 

RUGCL0352  200 x 300cm  6’6 x 9’8”



des i gne r s gu i l d . com

Many of our accessories are seasonal and certain references 
may not be continued once stock is exhausted. Please check 
stock avai labi l i ty before placing your order. Please contact 
your local sales of f ice for fur ther detai ls of the range . We 
have made every ef fort to make the colours on screen as 
accurate as possible , however these may vary from actual 
products due to the fact that every computer monitor has 
a di f ferent capabi l i ty to display colours and the colour 
appearing on screen should not be rel ied on as an exact 
match. Regular cal ibrat ion of your screen is recommended to 
keep colours as accurate as possible .

Our fu l l  range is  ava i lab le worldwide . 
P lease v is i t  des ignersgui ld .com/stockists

@Des i gne r sGu i l d

de s i gne r s gu i l d

#dg your space

des i gne r s gu i l d

de s i gne r s gu i l d g roup
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View our rugs lookbook


